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The Fed's Aggressive Rate Policy May Do More Harm Than Good
There’s an old Chinese proverb: “It is not economical for a couple to go to bed early
to save on candles if the results are twins.”
I bring this quip up because it contains a lighthearted but also earnest warning for the
Federal Reserve.
How so? One can certainly understand why the Fed chose at this meeting to hike its
benchmark short-term rate 75 basis points and also alert everyone that additional
aggressive actions would come. After all, CPI inflation had just accelerated to a fourdecade high rate of 8.6% and inflation expectations were rising as well. So the Fed’s
goal was unambiguous here. Slow down economic activity enough for inflation to roll
over. No one should doubt the central bank’s ability to depress demand if it seeks to do
so. But unlike past episodes of monetary tightening, economic weakness -- this time --will not materially bring prices down. That's because this is not a typical inflation cycle.
What makes this inflation cycle unique? By our assessment, some 80% of the forces
driving prices higher stem from shocks outside the US. Even the Fed’s own press release
assigns much of the blame for elevated inflation on external shocks, specifically the
pandemic, high global energy prices, war in Ukraine, and how China’s Covid lockdowns
further gummed up the world’s supply chain. And therein lies the Fed’s dilemma.
Jerome Powell and his colleagues are largely captive to these exogenous events. They can
act to slow domestic growth, but it can't pressure Putin to end the war. Nor can the Fed
chairman take steps to increase oil refining capacity or induce OPEC to boost production,
build more LNG plants, or hasten the flow of goods in the supply chain. Yet these are the
real culprits that fired up inflation in the US and around the world.

So we have to raise the obvious question. Does the Fed’s super hawkish approach
make economic sense? Its willingness to furiously ratchet up the benchmark rate to 3.4%
by the end of this year and to 3.8% in 2023 is a clear signal to financial markets that
Powell and his colleagues will be relentless in roping in inflation. They want to quash any
notion that they are still behind the curve.
But acting tough this time may end up causing more long term damage to the real
economy. To begin with, business activity is already decelerating. Housing, auto
purchases and retail sales are all down. Nonfarm payrolls last month grew at the slowest
pace in more than a year. Consumer sentiment has just tumbled to its lowest level ever!
If Americans were already in the process of shutting down spending, slamming the
monetary brakes now would only doom the country to a prolonged period of stagflation
(if not recession).
There is one other issue to consider. Fed policymakers have long held on to the belief that
changes in monetary policy impact the economy with long and variable lags, usually 12
to 18 months later. But there is a growing body of evidence that suggests the
transmission mechanism is now actually much quicker, more like 8 weeks to six months.
This acceleration has been driven by two factors. The first is the proliferation of
technology, such as online shopping between business-to-consumers as well as businessto-business. If needed, vendors can adjust prices, policies and products faster than they
have in the past. Just take a look at how retailers and wholesalers are rushing to unload
excess inventories.
The second factor is demographics. There is a whole generation of Americans that has
never experienced high inflation or sharply rising interest rates. Sticker shock on food,
shelter and gasoline prices, and the surging cost of borrowing have led these consumers
to alter their spending behavior much sooner than past economic cycles.
So we come back to our original concern. Sharply higher interest rates will undoubtedly
depress demand. However, it will do little to cool inflation since its multiple causes are
beyond the Fed’s reach.
Indeed, the greater risk is that the Fed will end up sabotaging productive investments in
the business community, those meant to offset the labor shortage and address supply
chain problems. Companies have been ramping up outlays in the past year so they can
increase production of goods and services without necessarily hiring more workers.
Moreover, to simplify supply chains, firms were allocating fresh capital toward vertical
integration by acquiring their supplier(s) or purchasing a fleet of cargo-carrying ships all
to assure a reliable stream of supplies in the future. Unfortunately these expenditures,
which were designed to improve operating efficiencies, could now come to a screeching
halt if CEOs sense a recession is unavoidable.
Another unfortunate side effect of the Fed’s hawkish actions is it will disrupt a
socially valuable development in the labor market. For the first time in modern economic
history, the competition to find scarce workers created an opportunity for those stuck in
low wage, menial jobs to be recruited and trained for better paying positions. This shift
toward upward mobility has been underway the last two years. Case in point: The
unemployment rate for those who lack a high school diploma has plummeted 15.9
percentage points since the April 2020 jobless peak. No other educational demographic
comes even close to such a drop in joblessness! But, again, sharply higher interest rates
will abruptly halt this hugely positive change.

For all these reasons we question the wisdom to dramatically accelerate rate
increases. This is not your grandfather’s inflation cycle. If the Fed chooses to pursue an
aggressive monetary strategy, it could backfire on the economy.
It is interesting to note that at least one major central bank has chosen to part ways
with the Fed (and with most other major central banks). Japan has also seen inflation
creep higher than desirable, yet the Bank of Japan has deliberately chosen to keep rates
low. Given its alternate path, it will be interesting to see how these two economies fare
in the months ahead.
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